Abstract-Clustering algorithms aim at modeling fuzzy (i.e., ambiguous) unlabeled patterns efficiently. Our goal is to propose a theoretical framework where the expressive power of clustering systems can be compared on the basis of a meaningful set of common functional features. Part I of this paper reviews the following issues related to clustering approaches found in the literature: relative (probabilistic) and absolute (possibilistic) fuzzy membership functions and their relationships to the Bayes rule, batch and on-line learning, prototype editing schemes, growing and pruning networks, modular network architectures, topologically perfect mapping, ecological nets and neuro-fuzziness. From this discussion an equivalence between the concepts of fuzzy clustering and soft competitive learning in clustering algorithms is proposed as a unifying framework in the comparison of clustering systems. Moreover, a set of functional attributes is selected for use as dictionary entries in the comparison of clustering algorithms, which is the subject of Part II of this paper [1].
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N recent years the synthesis between clustering algorithms and fuzzy set theory has led to the development of several so-called fuzzy clustering algorithms whose aim is to model fuzzy (i.e., ambiguous) unsupervised (unlabeled) patterns efficiently. The goal of this paper is to review and compare selforganization strategies of clustering algorithms that have been called fuzzy, or can be considered fuzzy, according to some definitions found in the existing literature. To the best of our knowledge, few such comparative studies have been attempted (e.g., [2] ). This may be due to the difficulty of objectively comparing the great variety of clustering approaches based on a meaningful set of common functional features.
To select a meaningful set of functional features for use as dictionary entries in the comparison of clustering algorithms, Part I of this paper revises concepts such as: relative and absolute fuzzy membership functions (Section II), batch and on-line learning (Section III), prototype vector editing schemes (Section IV), growing and pruning networks (Section V-B), modular network architectures (Section V-C), topologically correct mapping (Section VI), ecological nets (Section VII) and neuro-fuzziness (Section VIII). From the existing literature Manuscript received November 2, 1998 ; revised August 26, 1999 . A Baraldi is with ISAO-CNR, Bologna 40129, Italy (e-mail: andrea@aliseo.imga.bo.cnr.it). He is also with International Computer Science Institute, Berkeley, CA 94704 USA (e-mail: baraldi@icsi.berkeley.edu).
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we also derive our own interpretation of fuzzy clustering inductive learning, intended as a synonym of soft competitive parameter adaptation in clustering systems. This conceptual equivalence is employed as a unifying framework in the comparison of clustering algorithms. This approach has been considered "interesting" and "quite reasonable" by some researchers [3] . However, other authors believe that since "fuzziness can be incorporated at various levels to generate a fuzzy neural network, i.e., it can be at the input, output, learning or neural levels" (see [4] , where each input feature is expressed in terms of fuzzy membership values indicating a degree of belonging to each of the linguistic properties low, medium, and high), our "claim of calling certain networks to be fuzzy/nonfuzzy seems improper and not acceptable" [3] . In both cases, comments pertaining to the proposed terminology "fuzzy clustering algorithm" do not affect the core of this work, which is centered on the comparison of learning (self-organizing) mechanisms adopted by several clustering algorithms to model fuzzy (ambiguous) patterns.
The set of functional attributes selected for use as dictionary entries in the comparison of clustering algorithms is summarized in Section IX.
II. FUZZY MEMBERSHIP AND PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
This section proposes a brief review of probabilistic and possibilistic fuzzy membership concepts, to be compared with Bayes' view of posterior probability and likelihood.
A. Absolute and Relative Fuzzy Memberships
Let be instance of the input data set , where , such that is the total number of input instances. Let us assume that may belong to a generic state (also termed category or component)
, where is the total number of possible states. The extent to which is compatible with a vague (fuzzy) concept associated with generic state can be interpreted "more in terms of a possibility (compatibility) distribution rather than in terms of a probability distribution" [18, p. 58] . This legitimizes some possibility distributions, called fuzzy membership functions, that "we believe are useful, but might find difficult to justify on the basis of objective probabilities" [18, p. 57 (1)
Relative typicality values, , must satisfy the following three conditions [8] , [18] : 1) ; 2) ; 3) . Constraint 2) is an inherently probabilistic constraint [19] , relating values to posterior probability estimates in a Bayesian framework. Because of condition 2), values are relative numbers dependent on the absolute membership of the pattern in all other classes, thus indirectly on the total number of classes. This also means that processing elements (PE's) exploiting a relative membership function as their activation function are context-sensitive, i.e., provides a tool for modeling network-wide internode communication by assuming that PE's are coupled through feed-sideways (lateral) connections [21] .
Although possibilistic membership functions, , may satisfy conditions 1) and 3) listed above (in this case, the upper bound of the membership function is one and the fuzzy set is termed normal [18] ), they always differ from probabilistic memberships in condition 2), which is relaxed as follows [19] 4) . Owing to condition 4), the sum of absolute memberships of a noise point in all the "good" categories need not be equal to one. Term is an absolute similarity value depending on fuzzy state exclusively, given input pattern . In other words, is context-insensitive, since it is not affected by any other state. Thus, PE's exploiting an absolute membership as their activation function are independent, i.e., they feature no lateral connection.
Both probabilistic and possibilistic fuzzy clustering are affected by some well-known drawbacks. On one hand in probabilistic fuzzy clustering, owing to condition 2), noise points and outliers, featuring low possibilistic typicalities with respect to all templates (codewords), may have significantly high probabilistic membership values and may severely affect the prototype parameter estimate (e.g., [20] ). On the other hand, in possibilistic fuzzy clustering, learning rates computed from absolute typicalities tend to produce coincident clusters [20] , [22] . This poor behavior can be explained by the fact that cluster prototypes are uncoupled in possibilistic clustering, i.e., possibilistic clustering algorithms try to minimize an objective function by operating on each cluster independently. This leads to an increase in the number of local minima.
Different
expressions in the existing literature and consistent with the definition provided above were found to be useful. These include the following: [19] (2) Gaussian (Gaussian mixtures; [23] , [24] ) (3) [25] 
Gaussian [17] 
where is assumed to be the Euclidean distance between input pattern and prototype (receptive field center) of the -th category. Variables and are all scale parameters belonging to range (see [20] ).
B. Fuzzy Memberships and Mixture Probabilities
To investigate the relationship between (objective) probability density functions and (useful) fuzzy membership functions, note that absolute membership function (3) relates probabilistic membership (1) to Gaussian mixture models, which are widely employed in the framework of optimization problems featuring a firm statistical foundation [26] - [29] . In a mixture probability model consisting of mixture components , let be the a priori probability that a pattern belongs to mixture component , and the conditional likelihood that the pattern is , given that the pattern's state is . If these statistics are known, a posteriori conditional probability can be estimated using Bayes' rule as
If , i.e., all states are assumed to be equally likely, then (6) becomes (7) The following relationships hold true: 1) and belong to range ; 2)
, i.e., mixture components provide a complete partition of the input space; 3)
. From the comparison of (1) To summarize, the combination of (1) with constraints 1)-4) in Section II-A allows the human designer to choose any absolute membership function that, in addition to satisfying the mild condition 4) of Section II-A, is considered useful for the application at hand, although this choice may be difficult to justify on the basis of objective probabilities (see Section II-A). If the chosen absolute membership function satisfies, not only condition 4) of Section II-A, but the more severe constraint 1) of that section, then absolute membership values are equivalent to likelihood values; as a consequence, relative membership values computed with (1) can be considered posterior probability estimates in the case in which priors are ignored.
III. ON-LINE VERSUS OFF-LINE MODEL ADAPTATION
All inductive learning systems, i.e., learning systems progressing from special cases (e.g., training data) to general models, are based on the following concepts:
1) information extracted from a finite set of observed examples, termed training data set, can be used to answer questions either about unobserved samples belonging to a so-called test set, or about unknown properties hidden in the training data; 2) the goal of the learning process is to minimize a risk functional (theoretically computed over an infinite data set) by adapting system parameters on the basis of the finite training set [30] , i.e., the learning problem is turned into an optimization problem [31] . When system parameters are learned from training data, there are two classes of learning situations, depending on how data are presented to the learner: the "batch" setting in which data are available as a block, and the "on-line" setting in which data arrive sequentially [31] . In many practical problems, when a sequential data stream can be stored for analysis as a block, or a block of data can be analyzed sequentially, the user is free to take either the batch or the on-line point of view [31] .
The goal of on-line learning methods is to avoid storage of a complete data set by discarding each data point once it has been used [32] . On-line learning methods are required when 1) it is necessary to respond in real time;
2) input data set may be so huge that batch methods become impractical, because of their numerical properties (see below), or computation time, or memory requirement; 3) input data comes as a continuous stream of unlimited length which makes it totally impossible to apply batch methods [29] , [31] , [32] . On-line learning typically results in systems that become order-dependent during training (in line with biological complex systems [33] ). Moreover, on-line systems, where parameter adaptation is example-driven [34] , are more sensitive to the presence of noise as they do not average over the noise on the data, i.e., they tend to provide highly oscillatory (nonsmooth) output functions that perform poorly in terms of generalization ability. For example, clustering systems like fuzzy adaptive resource theory (ART), where a single poorly mapped pattern suffices to initiate the creation of a new unit, may be affected by overfitting, i.e., the system may fit the noise and not just the data.
Batch methods are preferred when our only interest is in a final answer, i.e., the best answer that we can obtain from a finite training data set as the exact closed form solution to a minimization problem [31] . In batch learning problems (e.g., the simple case of linear model regression, see [31] and [32, p. 92]), exact closed form solutions can lead to numerical difficulties for very large data sets. In these cases the only computationally feasible alternative is provided by iterative batch methods, such as the gradient descent of the cost function [32] , [34] , that sweep repeatedly through the data set. To summarize, batch learning methods are subdivided into 1) exact closed form solutions to the cost function minimization problem; these solutions are numerically and/or computationally inapplicable for very large data sets; 2) iterative batch learning algorithms, such as the gradient descent of the cost function. In iterative batch learning algorithms, the learning rate parameter must be small and its choice is fairly critical: if the learning rate is too small the reduction in error will be very small; if it is too large instabilities (divergent oscillations) may result [32] . Analytically, when convergence of iterative batch algorithms to exact closed form solutions is analyzed, then useful hints on constraint of the learning rate value are gathered [31] .
Although iterative batch learning algorithms are developed to process very large data sets, they can spend an enormous amount of computation time in processing the entire training set (e.g., in order to compute the gradient), but they may end up by taking a small learning step in the parameter space after each processing epoch. If this is the case (e.g., for gradient descent algorithms), this functional feature is clearly incompatible with the original motivation that justifies the study of such iterative batch learning schemes. In such situations, an alternative solution, called "mini-batch" [31] , is to average parameter update values over subsets of the entire training data set. By taking intermediate steps in the parameter space, iterative mini-batch algorithms may converge faster than their iterative full batch counterparts. By stretching the same idea further, another alternative solution to iterative full batch algorithms is to develop their on-line (stochastic) 1 approximations [32] .
On-line learning algorithms are simple and intuitive because they are based on the following heuristic [32, p. 46] , [35] : the sum over the training samples, which is found in the iterative and batch solution of the cost function minimization task, is dropped by separating the contribution from the last data point to provide a sequential update formula, i.e., to allow one parameter update for every new data point presentation. Although this heuristic seems reasonable, there should be some analytical proof that the on-line procedure converges to a solution. It is known that the difference between exact batchmode and heuristic on-line updating is arbitrarily reduced by the adoption of "small" learning rates [34] , [36] . According to the view that on-line procedures are approximations of iterative batch algorithms, learning rate constraints capable of guaranteeing convergence of the iterative batch mode may be applied to the on-line problem under an appropriate definition of convergence [37] (for the linear regression case, see [31] ). If these conditions hold, it has been observed that on-line learning systems, by requiring significantly less computation time per parameter update, can be significantly faster in converging than iterative batch algorithms [31] .
In general, the learning rate of the on-line update rule must satisfy the three conditions applied to the coefficients of the Robbins-Monro algorithm for finding the roots of a function iteratively, which are (see [32, 
. For example, in an on-line update procedure, if the learning rate remains fixed, then the algorithm converges only in a stochastic sense [31] , i.e., model parameters drift from their initial positions to quasistationary positions where they start to wander around in dynamic equilibrium [14] . When the learning rate decreases monotonically under Robbins-Monro conditions, e.g., (see [32, p. 96] , and [14] ), on-line learning algorithms can be shown to converge to a point in the parameter space [31] , [37] . As a brief review of batch update and on-line update techniques, refer to [14] .
IV. PROTOTYPE VECTOR EDITING SCHEME Basically, clustering algorithms employ two reference vector generation schemes, termed clustering-by-selection and clustering-by-replacement respectively [38] . In clustering-byselection the learning algorithm selects prototype vectors , as a subset of the input data set . Input patterns selected as prototype vectors are also called support vectors [39] . Typical application fields of clustering-by-selection algorithms are perceptual grouping, hidden data-structure detection and pattern classification (when the clustering algorithm is integrated in a classification system) [38] . In clustering-by-replacement vector prototypes are a transformation of the input vectors within the pattern space. Besides perceptual grouping and hidden data-structure detection [40] , clustering-by-replacement algorithms can also be applied to data requantization tasks, i.e., to detect compact data coding [5] , [7] , [10] , [14] , [16] , [26] , [41] .
V. BEYOND ERROR GRADIENT DESCENT: ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR LEARNING FROM DATA
In recent years, the neural network community has made a considerable effort in the search for learning techniques that are more effective in dealing with local minima and generalization to new examples than the traditional approaches based on simple gradient descent. These alternative approaches have to deal effectively with the curse of dimensionality and with the qualitative principle known as Occam's razor. As an example of the curse of dimensionality, consider that any function estimator increases its number of adjustable parameters with the dimensionality of input space. As a consequence, the size of training data required to compute a reliable estimate of adaptive parameters may become huge in practical problems [30] , [32] .
The complexity of a learning system increases with the number of independent and adjustable parameters, also termed degrees of freedom, to be adapted during the learning process. According to the qualitative principle of Occam's razor, a sound basis for generalizing beyond a given set of examples is to prefer the simplest hypothesis that fits observed data [32] , [34] . This principle states that to be effective, the cost function minimized by an inductive learning system should provide a trade-off between how well the model fits the training data and model complexity. This also means that model complexity must be controlled by a priori (background) knowledge, i.e., subjective knowledge available before any evidence (e.g., empirical risk) provided by the training data is observed. Different inductive principles provide cost functions considered as different quantitative formulations of Occam's qualitative principle [30] .
A rough taxonomy of advanced techniques for optimal learning, originally proposed in [35] , is presented in the following.
A. Global Optimization
Instead of local algorithms like gradient descent, one may explore techniques that guarantee global optimization while effectively facing the curse of dimensionality. Among the most significant developments in this area, support vector machines (SVM's), based on the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) statistical learning theory and capable of detecting the global minimum of a cost function for classification problems, are becoming increasingly popular in finding solutions to both classification and function regression tasks [30] , [39] , [42] .
B. Growing Networks and Pruning
Human designers typically have the opportunity to embed task-specific prior knowledge in an inductive learning algorithm, e.g., by setting the topology and the complexity of a multilayer perceptron when backpropagation weight adaptation is applied. Pruning algorithms begin training a network expected to be large with respect to the problem at hand, and then continue by pruning nodes that do not affect the learning process significantly [34] , [35] . Vice versa, growing networks start from small networks that grow gradually until convergence is reached [14] , [35] . As a result, the complexity of the network is expected to be tuned to the problem at hand, i.e., generalization capability is expected to increase.
C. Modular Architectures: Prior Structures and Experience-Based Fine-Tuning
Self-organizing neurological systems consist of highly structured, hierarchical architectures provided with feedback mechanisms [43] . In these systems, the combination of an initial architecture, produced by evolution, with experience-based additional fine-tuning prepares the whole system to function in an entire domain by generalizing its learned behavior to instances not previously encountered [44] .
In line with biological learning systems, a classical engineering paradigm consists of partitioning the solution to a problem between several modules specialized in learning a single task, i.e., modular architectures are the natural solution to most significant practical problems [33] , [34] . In applied mathematics, the principle of tackling a problem by dividing it into simpler subproblems whose solutions can be combined to yield a solution to the complex problem is termed divide and conquer [45] . An application of this strategy can be found in [46] and [47] .
In supervised learning, an interesting modular proposal that addresses the major problem of providing effective integration of the system modules is presented in [45] .
Analytically, the importance of developing modular architectures has been stressed in [35] , [48] , where sufficient (but not necessary) conditions capable of guaranteeing local minima free cost functions are detected, such that a simple gradient descent algorithm can always reach the absolute minimum of the error surface.
Contiguous to the problem of fine-tuning modular learning systems on the basis of training experiences is the problem of prior structures, i.e., the problem of learning from tabula rasa [35] . Minsky claims that a "significant learning at significant rate presupposes some significant prior structure" [49] . In other words, important properties of the model must be "hard-wired or built-in, perhaps to be tuned later by experience, but not learned in any statistical meaningful way" [50] .
Intuitively, starting from some prior learning structure, experience-based (inductive) fine-tuning of network parameters should allow a structured organization of a distributed system to emerge naturally from elementary interactions of PE's. This is tantamount to saying that competitive adaptation of distributed (localized: neuron-based, synapse-based) parameters is expected to enhance the development of structured nets consisting of specialized subsystems (modules), in line with biological neural systems.
With regard to the exploitation of distributed parameters, it can be observed that, on the one hand, most of the online clustering algorithms presented in the existing literature, e.g., the self-organizing map (SOM) [5] , exploit a global (network-based) time counter, i.e., a time variable that is not specialized on a localized basis, rather than distributed (localized: neuron-based, synapse-based) time variables. As a consequence, at a given processing time, plasticity (i.e., the potential ability of moving a template vector toward an input pattern) is the same for every PE, in these networks. On the other hand, in recent years, several on-line Kohonenbased network models exploiting distributed time variables have been presented [12] - [15] . For example, in growing neural gas (GNG) [13] , [14] and in the fully self-organizing simplified ART (FOSART) [12] , [15] , a connection-based time variable is equal to the number of times one lateral connection is selected at adaptation steps. In the fuzzy simplified art algorithm and in FOSART [15] a neuron-based time variable is equal to the number of epochs that PE has survived [12] , [15] . To summarize, on-line clustering algorithms found in the literature depend to different degrees on distributed parameters whose competitive adaptation is consistent with the development of structured systems (i.e., specialized subsystems).
With regard to batch and iterative algorithms, such as the Fuzzy -means (FCM) and fuzzy learning vector quantization (FLVQ) algorithm [7] , [8] , global time rather than distributed time variables are employed, i.e., at a given processing time, plasticity is the same for every PE in the net. This is justified by considering that when fuzzy clustering mechanisms are employed, all PE's acquire the same input pattern simultaneously. However, one may consider that fuzzy membership functions allow a pattern to belong to multiple categories to different degrees. In other words, in batch algorithms the plasticity of every PE is considered as being the same, even though learning "histories" of PE's may differ significantly. This becomes obvious if, for example, for every PE we define a distributed (neuron-based) time counter (equivalent to an inverse plasticity or stability variable) as the sum of the neuron learning rates at adaptation steps, such that the learning rate of each PE decreases monotonically with its local time. To summarize, in batch clustering algorithms found in the literature, exploitation of distributed rather than global parameters may deserve further investigation in the framework of developing selforganizing networks consisting of specialized subsystems.
VI. TOPOLOGICALLY CORRECT MAPPING
The presentation of the competitive Hebbian rule (CHR) [49] , introducing competition among lateral connections (synapses), represented a fundamental breakthrough in the evolution of fully self-organizing artificial neural network models (FSONN). In this paper, a synaptic link is defined as a lateral connection between two PE's belonging to the same neural layer, and FSONN models are defined as those distributed systems capable of 1) dynamically generating and removing PE's; 2) dynamically generating and removing lateral connections. CHR is an exemplar-driven connection rule generating lateral connections as follows. For a given pattern , where is the total number of input patterns, let us consider 1) winner unit as the one featuring the shortest inter-pattern distance , where is the total number of PE's, is the template pattern of processing unit , and is the Euclidean inter-pattern distance between and ; 2) second best unit, , as the one featuring activation value . The exploitation of the Euclidean inter-pattern distance in competitive learning shapes neuron receptive fields as Voronoi polyhedra [51] . According to CHR, if connection between and does not exist, it is generated. Under the hypothesis that the distribution of template vectors , is dense on input manifold , i.e., for each input , triangle lies completely on , it is proved that CHR 1) forms an output graph (lattice, network) which is the induced Delaunay triangulation of codewords ; 2) forms a topology preserving map (TPM) of in the sense proposed in [51] . To define a TPM in the sense proposed in [51] , let us consider an input manifold , where is the dimensionality of input space, and a graph (network) , consisting of vertices (neural units)
, such that a category template , belonging to the pointer set , is related ("attached") to vertex . Given codebook , mapping from input manifold onto the vertices of is defined as (8) where is a feature vector (input pattern), , and vertex , also termed winner unit, is determined by (9) where is the Euclidean inter-vector distance. According to (8) and (9), a feature vector is mapped to vertex , the pointer of which is closest to . This is equivalent to stating that is mapped to vertex whose Voronoi polyhedron encloses . The Voronoi polyhedron of a neuron is the receptive field centered on , and it is identified as . The masked Voronoi polyhedron of neuron is defined as [51] . Inverse mapping from onto is defined as (10) Two pointers are termed adjacent on the feature manifold if their masked Voronoi polyhedra are adjacent, i.e., if . Two vertices in are termed adjacent if they are connected by a lateral connection. Mapping from to is defined as neighborhood (adjacency) preserving if any pair of adjacent pointers on are assigned to vertices that are adjacent on . Mapping from to is defined as neighborhood preserving if any pair of vertices that are adjacent on are assigned to locations that are adjacent on . Thus, a TPM is defined as a mapping from to such that , together with inverse mapping from to , are neighborhood (adjacency) preserving [51] .
Note that exploitation of CHR in FSONN's allows generation of networks consisting of mutually disjointed (specialized and independent) maps [14] , [51] . This modular organization enables the learning system to perform both cooperative learning, by adapting concertedly those processing units that are connected within graph (i.e., those units that belong to the same map in the graph), and competitive learning among disjointed maps to enhance specialization of the system's modules.
VII. ARTIFICIAL COGNITIVE SYSTEMS AND ECOLOGICAL NETS
To perform cognitive tasks, biological neural systems exploit 1) dishomogeneous nets, where several types of PE's are combined; 2) structured architectures, consisting of hierarchies of subnets; 3) feedback mechanisms, where feedback information is provided by the external environment to the natural system in response to the system's actions [52] . It is the presence of this feedback interaction with the environment that characterizes all natural systems featuring cognitive capabilities [33] . Some artificial neural systems feature none of the biological properties listed above. For example, SOM [5] and the Hopfield network [53] are homogeneous systems; they feature no structured architecture and no supervision or reinforcement by, or feedback from, an external environment (also termed supervisor). In reinforcement learning, the neural system is allowed to react to each training case. It is then told whether its reaction was effective or not [54] . To increase their biological plausibility, artificial neural models should employ differentiated structures provided with dishomogeneous layers, specialized subnets, hierarchies of maps, etc. In parallel, the study of artificial neural nets as stand-alone systems should evolve to become the science of ecological nets (econets), where neural systems as well as their external environments are modeled [52] . For example, unlike Kohonen's networks [6] , an ART system employs a structured architecture to selfadjust the network dimension to problem-specific conditions. In particular, the ART orienting subsystem models the responses of the external environment to the learning activities of the attentional subsystem [10] , [11] , [55] , [56] . Thus, an ART system belongs to the class of ecological nets.
VIII. ON FUZZY CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS
A clustering algorithm performs unsupervised detection of statistical regularities in a random sequence of input patterns.
Our attention is focused on fuzzification of clustering learning schemes. In the definition presented in [9] , it is stated that an artificial neural network model performs fuzzy clustering when it allows a pattern to belong to multiple categories to different degrees depending on the neurons' ability to recognize the input pattern. This approach is well known in the traditional field of coding techniques for data compression. Since the traditional -means clustering algorithm feature a cost function (discretization error) characterized by many local minima, data compression techniques modify -means algorithms by replacing their winner-take-all strategy (WTA), also termed crisp or hard competitive, with a "soft-max" adaptation rule [26] , hereafter referred to as soft competitive learning.
sensitive to initialization of templates, i.e., different initializations may lead to very different minimization results. In fact, WTA adaptations may not be able to get the system out of a poor local minimum when this lies in the proximity of the status where the system was started [14] . Unlike WTA learning, a soft competitive learning scheme is defined as a learning strategy that not only adjusts the winning cluster but also affects all cluster centers depending on their proximity to the input pattern [26] . In general, soft competitive learning decreases dependency on initialization and reduces the presence of dead units [14] . We observe the following.
1. The fuzzy clustering definition provided in [9] is equivalent to the definition of the soft competitive adaptation rule traditionally employed in the field of data compression [26] , i.e., a clustering algorithm is termed fuzzy clustering algorithm iff it employs a soft competitive (noncrisp) parameter adaptation strategy. 2. As a corollary of 1), a fuzzy clustering algorithm does not necessarily exploit concepts derived from fuzzy set theory such as fuzzy set membership functions and fuzzy set operations. For example, SOM pursues soft competitive learning by means of biologically plausible update rules that employ no fuzzy set-theoretic concept. Another interesting example is the one provided by the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm applied to optimize parameters of a Gaussian mixture [27] , [32] . Although it features a firm statistic foundation and employs no fuzzy set-theoretic concept, EM applied to Gaussian mixtures can be termed fuzzy according to definition 1) presented above. It should be noted that relative or probabilistic fuzzy membership functions are traditionally applied to clustering algorithms in the intuitive belief that "vector quantizers based on both winner and nonwinner information about the relationship of an input pattern to the prototypes will be better representatives of the overall structure of the input data than those based on local information alone" [7] . Thus, several clustering algorithms, such as FCM and FLVQ algorithms, combine local and global information in the computation of a relative fuzzy membership function [7] , [8] . From a functional standpoint, connectionist models where a "useful" relative fuzzy membership function or an objective posterior probability estimate is computed (e.g., FLVQ and EM applied to Gaussian mixtures, respectively), are equivalent to distributed systems where a contextual (competitive and cooperative) effect mechanism employing feedsideways (intra-layer) connections is employed (see Section II). Note that only few clustering networks employ intra-layer connections explicitly, i.e., by means of specific data structures and parameter adaptation strategies [13] - [16] .
IX. CONCLUSION
From the existing literature this paper derives its own interpretation of fuzzy clustering inductive learning, intended as a synonym of soft competitive parameter adaptation in clustering systems. This conceptual equivalence is employed as a unifying framework in the comparison of clustering algorithms. Within this framework, a set of basis functional features is selected for use as dictionary entries in the comparison of clustering models. This set of features relates to the following issues.
• Fuzzy set-theoretic concepts, such as absolute and relative membership functions (see Section II).
• On-line, batch and mini-batch learning modes, which apply to global (network-based) as well as local (neuronand connection-based) parameters in distributed learning systems (see Section III).
• Clustering-by-selection and by-replacement editing schemes (see Section IV).
• Prior structures, modular architectures, growing and pruning distributed systems (see Section V).
• Topologically correct mapping, this concept being related to that of modular architectures consisting of specialized and disjointed (mutually independent) maps, which belong to an output lattice of processing units (see Section VI).
• Ecological nets (see Section VII).
• Our own interpretation of a fuzzy clustering algorithm, intended as a clustering system exploiting soft competitive (i.e., cooperative and competitive) versus hard (crisp, purely) competitive adaptation of system parameters (see Section VIII).
